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I begin the end with a question. Has it been worth the years and expense of 
study? 


I see my work as a success, but currently feel the lows suppressing any 
celebration. 

BBC Radio praised the ‘warts and all’ story of my short film. It faced the 
deindustrialised landscape head on, without averting its gaze towards the 
bucolic. It refused to leisure-wash a space with comfortable detachment. 

In the same vein, I share the story of my work’s evolution. 


The foundation of this final module is the body of work. The assessors wrote 
that they had marked it down; because they wanted to see reshooting. As 
awkward as it is, I feel compelled to address it directly now because it may 
impact my outcome.


Had I not made the context clear? Over 1,000 photos, during a 127-mile 
walk across the post-industrial North. 

It was no pleasant stroll along a gentrified Regent’s Canal. 

There were strict travel and access restrictions due level 3 and 4 Covid 
lockdowns across the canal’s route. 

Despite the practical difficulties of time, distance and disease,

I had already reshot some locations, and bartered a portrait shoot for a 
professional voice-over. 

I questioned the criticality of further reshooting, when others make work from 
found images, without shooting in the first place. 

My course leader could not clarify the assessment comments. 

I find it impossible to reconcile being marked down for this reason when the 
Association of Photographers selected the work as a national finalist in their 
student awards and featured it in their presentation.

After consideration, I did not reshoot for SYP, but refined the video sound, 
retitled the film, and made further work from existing and archive images, 
along with new images of the exhibition site.


For all the help and encouragement I’ve received in making this work, there 
have been significant distractions. 

I lost a tutor part the way through SYP - he became unresponsive, feedback 
on two assignments was not forthcoming and a third was waiting on the 
earlier ones. It turned out he’d left the college. 

Later, I was sent an incorrect email advising I was out of time, and would be 
terminated as a student, without graduating. 
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Thankfully, my replacement tutor has been an inspiration. We revisited open 
assignments and resolved them using a ‘Padlet’ as a collaborative tool. This 
has evolved, and I use it to present work for this assessment.


My ‘leeds and liverpool’ website projects the work into the public domain. 

It maps the geography of my drift, shares my intentions, shows the video, 
presents images from the exhibition, and displays photos. 

Viewers have engaged with the work by sharing their own stories and 
commenting in a visitors’ book. 

The video has been viewed thousands of times. 

The website is a beacon for the work, which was featured on BBC Radio, in 
The Yorkshire Post, in local newspapers, and on the websites of arts 
organisations. 

To allow assessors and others to dig into these materials, I’ve created a 
Synopsis of Work and Promotion.


Most viewers mistook my exhibition as real, marvelling at the assumed time 
and costs. In fact, it’s a virtual construct inspired by Ritchin’s concept of 
‘future photography’. 

Ultimately, I would like to realise the exhibition in the physical world. 

It places images back into their environment and encourages viewers to 
reconsider their local landscapes. 

QR codes on the outdoor prints allow mobile viewing of the website and 
video, and engagement through comments. 

To support my aspirations, my publication proposal followed the format of an 
Arts Council grant application. I hope to use this later.


My practice has been enriched with positive experiences and learnings:

With the right approach, publicity can be gained by sharing good work and a 
compelling story.

Worthwhile advice can also be obtained freely. Paul Hill (the renowned 
photographer) encouraged me to explore a traditional photography 
exhibition; 

Erik Knudsen (a filmmaker) motivated me to enrich the soundtrack of the 
video; 

Professional bloggers gave tips on user engagement and social media; 

and Adobe offered valuable suggestions in improving my website’s design.


Perhaps most importantly, the network of creatives I’ve developed has been 
an invaluable source of encouragement and feedback. 

It’s something that I will take care to nurture.
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So, has it been worth the years and expense of study? 

Organisational aspects have been too often disappointing. 

But ultimately it has been a road worth travelling; enriching and improving 
my practice and enabling me to build a platform for future artistic and 
commercial endeavours.

 

Thank you for watching.
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